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The purpose of  IKOSOLID Monopole Equipment : 
①The safety device of the explosive. And, the safe and full 
arrangement for stopping of the detonator.      
   The terror prevention and the full blockade equipment for the nuclear 

power plant, the nuclear plant 
②The 2nd explosion arrester which is due to the erasure of the 
electric current and the electron in the line which becomes an 
explosion factor in case of the vehicle accident     

The ones of the    case of the accident such as the jet and the 
propeller-driven aircraft ( the passenger plane, the war plane and so on ) 
helicopter, the space rocket, the 2nd explosive accident arrester which is 
due to the erasure of line remaining electron and the electric current. By 
train (the linear motor car, the Super express, train and so on) in case of 
the accident. In the vehicle (the bus, the track, the motorcar and so on) in 
case of the accident. But, the vehicle needs to make a cost saving 
therefore. 

③The full lock, the security equipment of the latching of a safe and 
important facilities and so on.  

The full lock security equipment which is due to the blockade of the 
exclusion of electron of the line of the latching such as the state 
important facilities, the military facilities, the safe. The latching lock 
security equipment such as the building and the safe of the emergency 
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④The decisive science policy of the decrease of CO2 as the global 
environment, global warming prevention. And the decisive science 
policy of the energy problems and the loss prevention decisive 
policy of the electric power energy.      

The full eraser of the standby current and the remaining electron of night 
non- use of the building in the line. The energy measureses by the 
decisive loss power attenuation prevention which is due to the erasure of 
electron in the line and the electric current with the non- use electric 
power of the government office facilities, the factory, the building, the 
school and so on in night and so on. Then, it becomes the decisive policy 
of electric power reduction's global warming prevention CO2 reduction. 
The erasure of the remaining electron and the electric current of the non- 
use line becomes marvelous electric power loss prevention at the gross 
weight of the Japanese level, the world level. 

⑤The decisive science policy of the electric energy loss prevention 
by the full repartition with use electric power and unused electric 
power 

It is due to the distinction wiring according to the electric power 
intended-purpose from being general, and the loss prevention policy of 
the electric energy by the remaining electron and the electric current 
erasure of the unused line every time 

⑥The multiple setting policy which used 2 main features of this 
equipment (the erase-function of electron and the electric current 
in the line, and the reaching impossible blockade feature of 
electron and the electric current to the line) 
    The nuclear plant blockade equipment and the nuclear weapon 

sealing-device by the cancellation encryption by the multiple setting 
  

The patent：○The registered trademark (IKOSOLID)  No. 4801773 
○The registration of design (The electromagnetic pulse decrease 

receptacle) No. 1241511  No. 1242570 

 ○The invention patent   2004-291056 “The magnetic flux decrease 

device”  The application 

○The invention patent  2009-206511 " Positron generator which 

used IKOSOLID adelphus "  The application 
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 The manufacturing beginning standard budget： The popularization 
purpose beginning standard business of production toward domestic, the 
world.   

Japan: ４７prefectures × $1,250,000（50sets×$25,000） 
＝$58,750,000 

   World：２００countries  × $3,125,000（125 sets×$25,000） 
＝$625,000,000 

 
          
 The presentation documents：  

 
① The business plan book  “IKOSOLID Monopole Equipment” 
② The experiment proof theory paper of the production unit:  
Study of connecting point with three-dimensions and four-dimensions 
by pictorial art  part －35   “IKOSOLID Monopole Equipment” 
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